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Abstract 

In this paper, we calculate quantum entanglement of particular m and n 

sites, in N-sites spin chain. Our basic assumption in this paper is 

commutation of H with z-component of Pauli matrix. Our procedure of 

calculating entanglement is using density matrix of two sites and 

substituting it on the concurrence relation so that it is fully different with 

the method used in the reference [2]. 
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1. Introduction 

Quantum entanglement means quantum spatial conditions under which its two or 

more particles (spatial distance between them is regardless) are described with a 

wave function. As a simple expression entangled system interact with each other in a 

certain time and then (at next time) no interaction together but their wave function 

cannot be written separately. Entangled state does not have any information on every 

particle individually and only distinguish states of particles relative to each other [1]. 

There is a criterion to measure entanglement as concurrence [1, 2]. After a glance to 

entanglement of pure and mixed states, our original attention is to calculate 

concurrence. 

2. Entanglement of Pure and Mixed States 

Entanglement of the pure state for a system which is made by two qubit can be 

evaluated as follows: 

At first consider a system which is made of two subsystems 
a

ψ  and 
b

ψ  

which can be written as 

10 β+α=ψ
a

   and   .10 σ+γ=ψ
b

 

And we have for them 

.1
22 =β+α  

State of the system, ,ψ  consists on of these two subsystems will be obtained from 

tensor product of subsystems 

.ba ψ⊗ψ=ψ  

But these two subsystems can interact with each other so whole state equals to 

,∑ ψ⊗ψα=ψ

ij

bjaiij  

where ∑ =α .1
2

ij  
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Every mixed state is entangled state in the event that does not have any state 

similar to above state. In fact two-qubit entangled system cannot be as single-qubit 

state. These states have no classical counterpart and we do not have any recognition 

about them. For example, 

( )1100
2

1
+  

is a entangled state because: the probability that be measured first qubit and yielding 

0  is ,
2

1
 of course if the second qubit is not measured. Now if one measures the 

second qubit, the probability that measurement result of the first qubit be 0  is equal 

to 0 or 1. Therefore measurement of the second qubit has affected on the probability 

of measurement on the first qubit. But ( )1100
2

1
+  is not entangled state 

because we can write 

( ) ( ).10
2

1
00100

2

1
+⊗=+  

By every measurement on the first qubit the result is always zero and measurement 

on the second qubit does not effect on the first qubit. 

One of the methods to investigate entanglement is measurement of it. How can 

measure entanglement quantitatively? One of the tools available to measure of 

entanglement is using from information theory and various definition of entropy. This 

procedure leads to consistency between entanglement and thermodynamics. This 

compatibility consists on definition of Von Neumann entropy. In reference [2] has 

been shown that could be quantum entanglement consider a factor as concurrence. 

Method used in this reference has reported in various researches. In reference [3], 

being able to use Von Neumann entropy formula could acquire concurrence for pure 

states. In reference [4], in an intense debate than using the laws of thermodynamics 

and modeling for rules of entanglement, the result has been entanglement for a pure 

state is singlet. Also investigation of entanglement in various spin chains has been 

done and many papers have been published until now [5, 6, 7]. 
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3. Calculation of Entanglement for two Arbitrary Sites 

In this section, we want to calculate entanglement of two arbitrary sites in N-sites 

spin chain. Hamiltonian of this spin chain is commuted with component of z of Pauli 

matrix, [ ] .0, =z
SH  In this commutation z

S  equals to zσ
2

1
 so that zσ  is Pauli 

operator. Now consider following spin chain network: 

.4321
•⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅••••
N  

Figure 1. A scheme of N-sites spin chain network. 

 In Figure (1), at each site an electron is located which can have down-state or up-

state. So for this chain density matrix has NN 22 ×  dimensions. Now suppose we 

want to calculate entanglement of m and n sites in this network. Density matrix 

reduces to 44 ×  matrix taking into account the effect of the other elements. Here it 

should be recalled density operator, ,ρ  equals to 

.
1 He
Z

β−=ρ  

In thermodynamic systems in which z is partition function and β  is the Boltzmann 

constant [8], to reduce this operator to density operator in terms of m and n sites, we 

must trace the rest of the elements. 

 .
1

,
,

H

nm
nm etr

z

β−
∧=ρ  (1) 

In relationship (1), �
nm

tr
,

 means tracing on all of the location except m and n sites 

[9]. The elements of nm,ρ  is calculated in [10] and reduced density matrix for these 

sites is as following 
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 .



























=ρ

−

+

u

wz

zw

u

mn  (2) 

Now consider a whole and arbitrary state 

 .−−++−+−++++=ψ dcba  (3) 

So density matrix is equal to 

 .

2

2

2

2



























=ρ

dcdbdad

dccbcac

dbcbbab

dacabaa

 (4) 

To compare (2) and (4), we have 

 .,, 22 bczduau === −+  (5) 

According to definition of concurrence in [1], we can conclude 

 ( ) { }.,0max 4321 λ−λ−λ−λ=ρc  (6) 

Therefore while a Hamiltonian commute with z
S  to calculate entanglement the 

equation (6) can be used. This equation is derived by another method in [2]. 

4. Conclusion 

Equation (6) can be used to calculate the entanglement of systems that their 

Hamiltonian commutes with component of z of Pauli matrix. Our method to obtain 

equation (6) is completely different than the approach used in [2]. 
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